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Abstract: The global energy crisis is making energy storage as a critical technology in the use of renewable energy
sources, such as wind and solar power, which have the intermittent nature. Among emerging technologies, the redox
flow battery (RFB) is a promising candidate for large-scale stationary storage applications due to its unique features,
including tolerance to deep discharge without any risk of breakdown, long lifetime, independance of power and capacity,
and simple structure. However, the RFB technology is still hindered by several challenging issues before its widespread
commercialization. For given electrolyte and electrode materials, the performance of the RFB is basically determined by the heat, mass and charge transport characteristics on the electrolyte-electrode interface and in the porous
electrode. A better understanding of these coupled characteristics thus becomes essential for improving the battery performance. Hereby, we present a mini-review to reveal the recent progresses in RFB, with an emphasis on understanding
the transport characteristics as well as the effects of operating conditions. By careful arrangements of flow regime and
operating temperature, the cell performance as well as system efficiency can be greatly improved. In addition, some key
transport parameters can be determined via electrochemical method using a RFB structure. Finally, a better criterion for
cell performance evaluation is proposed.
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1. Introduction

and cost-effective electrical energy storage systems are

Nowadays energy is one of the leading topics for

available. Energy storage systems will also be crucial to

concern of the society. Without secure, sustainable and

improve the robustness and efficiency of the distribution

economic energy, most of the modern civilization would

grid by peak shaving and load leveling[1].

fail.

To

maintain

the

energy-demanding

society,

There is a variety of available energy storage tech-

large-scale use of CO2-emitting fossil fuel and the ex-

nologies, such as compressed air energy storage, pumped

haustion of fossil energy reserves have a large impact on

hydro storage, Ni-metal batterie etc., but there is no

the already severe environmental issues in our planet.

technology being suited to serve all applications. A

Hence, using and developing renewable energy sources,

comparison between storage technologies can make

notably wind and solar power, is urgent for the sustaina-

sense only when relating to a certain application. The

ble development in a global scale. However, due to their

application of various energy storage technologies de-

intermittent nature, the potential of these energy sources

pend on their power and storage capacities[2]. The com-

cannot be fully exploited without efficient, safe, reliable
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parison actually is very formidable, due to the various

surface of electrodes. The generated electrons flow

parameters that formulate the technical and economical

through the external circuit, and the charge-carrying spe-

[3]

performance of an energy storage system . When we

cies transport through the separator to form a cycle of

discuss flexibility options, it becomes clear that the gas

electricity. Unlike the situations in other batteries, in re-

storage systems and thermal storage systems also need

dox flow batteries the energy is stored in the electrolyte

to be discussed (See Figure 1).

solutions such that the capacity of the system depends on

Over the past few decades, the demand for electro-

the concentration of the active species. The energy ca-

chemical energy storage has been growing rapidly. In

pacity and power density of a RFB system can be sepa-

response, battery chemists have made tremendous im-

rately designed according to the requirements. In this

provements in the storage capacity and power density

sense, redox flow batteries are the most suitable candi-

[4,5]

of batteries

. To increase the energy density of a ener-

date for massive energy storage as they allow the storage

gy storage system, the lithium ion batteries have been

capacity to be scaled up readily by increasing the amount

proposed

[6]

-1

and its energy density (180-250 Wh kg ) is

of active material while keeping other components un-

several times larger than any other conventional re-

changed[1,7]. Furthermore, flow batteries can be dis-

chargeable battery including lead-acid (30-40 Wh kg-1)

charged deeply without any potential damage to the elec-

and nickel-cadmium (40-60 Wh kg-1).

trode or the electrolyte materials. Since 1970s, various

However, one significant drawback of convention-

flow battery systems have been proposed [8-12]. Some

al batteries is that the electrodes serve as both the struc-

redox flow batteries, such as zinc-bromine and

tural component and the electrochemically active materi-

zinc-cerium categorized as hybrid flow batteries since

als, thereby leading to the coupling of the power density

they save energy in the form of electrodeposits from one

and storage capacity. These unfavorable characteristics

or more of the active components.

of conventional batteries can be addressed if the active
materials are decoupled from the power components. In
line with this idea, the redox flow batteries (RFBs)
have been proposed, as shown in Figure 2.
For a RFB, the electrolyte solutions for both anode
and cathode, which are seperated by a membrane or
seperator, flow through porous electrodes and the active
redox couples dissolved in the electrolytes react on the

Aiming to a better understanding of the coupled
mass, heat transfer and electrochemical reaction processes inside the RFB, we propose this mini-review paper. It is arranged as follows. Firstly the key transport
parameters in the porous electrode were determined via
electrochemical method, then the effects of flow regime
and temperature on the cell performance were comprehensively investigated, followed by the effects of operating conditions on system efficiency. Finally, some conclusions and the prospective are given.

Figure 1. Intersectoral connection of energy systems.
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Figure 2. Schematic of a redox flow battery (RFB) system[7].

[13]

Figure 3. Schematic of the setup for the determination of the effective diffusivity

2. Determination of key transport parameters in RFBS
For determining the effective diffusivity inside a
porous electrode, the main idea is to measure the mass
flux given a concentration difference through porous
electrode. The direct determination of the mass flux is
quite challenging. In Reference[13] an electrochemical
method is proposed for determining the effective diffusivity through porous electrodes.

.

surface of porous electrode, where the concentration of
the vanadium ion, cf,i, would be approximated the same
as that at the inlet of the flow field, if i) the concentration
difference between the serpentine flow field inlet and the
bulk would be very small; and ii) the electrolyte could
evenly distributed onto the porous electrode surface.
Transported through the porous sample, the vanadium
ion is then flows through the gap between the porous
sample and the catalyst layer (another thin porous elec-

Figure 3 shows the experimental setup, which is

trode), where it reacts at a concentration, cs,i. Under this

actually a VRFB. The tested porous sample and a mem-

condition, the mass flux from the serpentine flow field to

brane-electrode assembly are separated by a metal ring,

the thin catalyst layer can be expressed only as a diffu-

which serves as a current collector. A serpentine flow

sion flux[13].

field is used to supply and distribute electrolyte onto the
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Figure 4. Mass-transfer correlation, Deff/D vs. Pe[13].

The limiting current densities were measured by
-1

changing the flow rate from 5 to 40 ml min . The measured data were then calculated to the effective diffusivi-

The correlation of km (m s-1) was obtained based on a
least-squares fitting of experimental data as follows:

ty by Eq. 1, as shown in Figure 4. The correlation was

km d p

obtained based on a least square fit of the experimental

D

 2  1.534 Re 0.912

data as follows:

D eff
D

(0.3<Re<2.4)
(2)

By adding an extra electric field on the half cell of a

  1.1 (1  1.46  10 3 Pe2 )

RFB, the mobility of ions in the electrolyte can also be
(4.3<Pe<34.5)
(1)

determined, as illustrated in a recent patent[15]. The determined transport parameters (the effective diffusivity,

Next step, the flux of mass transfer from the repre-

the pore level mass-transfer coefficient) can be further

sentative elementary volume (REV) level to the solid

used in numerical modelings of RFBs for an improved

surfaces of electrode through internal pores needs to be

accuracy[16].

determined under the situation that the concentration at
the REV level cb and that at solid pore surfaces cs are

3. Effects of flow regime

given values. Xu and Zhao conceived an electrochemical

Known a critical component of flow batteries, the

approach as follows[13]. The electrolyte with concentra-

flow field functions to distribute electrolytes and to ap-

tion cb is transported via the internal pores to the solid

ply/collect electric current to/from batteries. The key

surface of the electrode, where redox reactions occur.

issue of the flow field design is how to maximumly facil-

When the porous layer is sufficiently thin (e.g. only sev-

itate the mass transport under a minimum pressure drop.

eral pore diameters), the resistance of mass transfer from

The three cell architectures were tested for the RFBs: one

flow field to the porous layer becomes ignorable[14].

was the conventional flow-through electrode structure;

Hence, the concentration at the REV level can be ap-

one was with a serpentine flow field; and the other was

proximated equalled to that in the flow field. Note that

with a parallel flow field onto the porous electrode. The

when the current density reaches the limiting current

performances of the RFBs with and without a flow field

density, the concentration at solid pore surface of the

were measured and compared and the results show that

porous layer (i.e. the electrode of the VRFB) becomes

adding a flow field in the cell can enhance the mass

zero, implying that the mass-transfer coefficient at the

transport at higher flow rates, resulting in better cell per-

pore level km can be determined by measuring the limit-

formances. However, the pressure drop through the RFB

ing current density and with a given concentration cb.
4 | Qian Xu et al.
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with a flow field is also greatly enlarged compared with

improved kinetics and reduced ohmic resistance. The

the flow-through arrangement at high flow rates. Taking

voltage efficiency rised from 86.5% to 90.5% with the

account of both the cell performance and the pumping

current density of 40 mA cm-2 and the peak power den-

power, a power-based efficiency was defined and calcu-

sity enlarged from 259.5 to 349.8 mW cm-2. Moreover,

lated at different electrolyte flow rates

[17]

. It is shown that

the pumping consumption was lowered since the viscos-

there is an optimal flow rate for the VRFBs with a spe-

ity of the electrolyte decreases with temperature. On the

cific flow field, respectively, at which the maximum effi-

other hand, at elevated temperatures the permeability of

ciency can be attained (see Figure 5).

vanadium ions through the membrane increases, which
would not only cause a decrease in the coulombic effi-

Fabricating with the optimized thickness of elec-

ciency (CE), but also a faster capacity dropdecay. Their

trode and operating at the optimal flow rate, the redox

results imply that the thermal management of a practi-

flow battery with a serpentine flow field exhibits the

cally operating VRFB is essential to make the battery

highest energy efficiency[18].

operate at the optimal temperature to achieve the most
high-efficiency operation.

Recently, Wang et al. proposed a transient model for
VRFB. Based on their model, a dynamic flow-rate con-

The viscosity of the electrolyte in VRFBs keeps

trol strategy is proposed to determine the optimal flow

changing during charge and discharge processes as the

rate under changing discharge power and state-of-charge

concentrations of acid and vanadium ions in aqueous

(SOC) situations[19]. The numerical results show that the

electrolyte continuously vary with SOC. Xu et al. pro-

newly-proposed control strategy can result in a VRB

posed a 2-D model including the SOC-dependent viscos-

system efficiency as high as 87.7%, and can control the

ity to study the distributions of overpotential, local cur-

temperature of electrolytes to the safe range during

rent density and vanadium ions concentration of a single

summer days.

vanadium redox cell[21]. The results from this model ex-

4. Effects of operating conditions

hibit higher pressure drop (especially in the positive

The effect of the operating temperature on the cell

half-cell), steeper distributions of local current density

performance of a vanadium redox flow battery was ex-

and overpotential in the electrodes compared with the

perimentally studied by Zhang et al.[20]. Their results

results resulting from a constant-electrolyteviscosity

show that the flow battery’s voltage improved within the

model, which implies that this improved model enables a

temperature range from 15°C to 55°C, because of the

more realistic modelling and more accurate estimation of
pump consumption work in a VRFB.
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Figure 5. Power-based efficiency vs. flow rate[18].
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During the operation of a RFB, there are several

their results can be the useful guideline for the technolo-

kinds of unwanted processes that decrease the cell per-

gy development and the practical deployment of

formance and system efficiency, e.g. the hydrogen evolu-

flow batteries.

tion reaction (HER) and ions crossover through the
seperator. Wei et al. carried out some experiments to in-

5. Conclusions

vestigate the HER in a VRFB[22]. The results exhibit that

The redox flow battery (RFB) is a promising elec-

the operating temperature has a crucial effect on the rate

trochemical energy storage technology for large-scale

of HER. In particular, compared with the V3+ reduction

stationary applications. This paper summaries some re-

reaction, HER seems more sensitive to the variation of

cent findings for RFB with an emphasis on the under-

temperature. It is also shown that H2 evolves at a rela-

standing the transport processes and the effects of oper-

tively low SOC, suggesting that attention should also be

ating conditions. Through a sample RFB, the key

paid to the hydrogen evolution at the negative electrode

transport parameters including effective diffusivity inside

in the very early charge process. In addition, the gener-

the porous electrode, pore-level mass transport coeffi-

ated hydrogen gas at the negative side prefers to shape

cient and ionic mobility can be accurately determined.

macroscopically observable bubbles on the electrode

The RFB with a serpentine type flow field operating at

surface, covering the active sites for redox reactions,

the optimal flow rate exhibits the highest energy effi-

while the oxygen evolution (including CO2 production)

ciency. The arrangement of flow regime for a RFB stack

at the positive electrode corrodes electrode surface and

should also consider the trade-off among flow resistance,

results in some oxygen-rich functional groups.

ionic resistance and dimensions of branches. Thermal
management of a practically operating VRFB is vital to

To reduce the harmful effect of ion crossover,

make the battery operate at the optimal thermal situation

Leung and Xu proposed a preparation method for a

to achieve the most efficient and reliable working. With a

sol-gel derived silica nanocomposite anion exchange

deeper understanding on gas evolution reactions and ions

membrane (AEM) for vanadium RFBs

[23]

. The physical

crossover through the separator, the system efficiency of

properties of the obtained membrane, including the area

a RFB can be largely improved. Applying a better per-

resistance, the ion-exchange capacity and the water up-

formance evaluation criterion recently proposed, the re-

take, are evaluated and compared with the pristine AEM

search society aims to circumvent the remaining chal-

and the Nafion cation exchange membrane (CEM). The

lenges of RFBs in the near future.

results exhibit that the vanadium ions permeability
through the silica nanocomposite AEM is about 20 %
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